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Simple Hierarchical Sequential Access Method (SHISAM) 21, 99
Simple Indexed Hierarchical Sequential Access Method (SHISAM) 99
SL= argument, RECORD= statement (ACCESS procedure) 110
SLI region type
DATA step interface support 5
interface view engine support 5
SLICWTO system option 235
SLIREAD system option 235
SN= argument, ITEM= statement (ACCESS procedure) 106
special fields
See also fields
SQL procedure
DELETE statement 72
SELECT statement 72
UPDATE statement 72
SQL procedure statements 72
SQL procedure, browsing IMS-DL/I data
deleting segments 75
inserting segments 75
MODIFY statement 76
retrieving data 73
SQL procedure statements 72
SQL procedure, combining data from several sources 55
SQL procedure, updating IMS-DL/I data
deleting segments 75
inserting segments 75
MODIFY statement 76
retrieving data 73
SQL procedure statements 72
SSA= option, DL/I INFILE statement 161
SSAs (segment search arguments) See also segment search arguments (SSAs)
START= option, DL/I INFILE statement 162
statements, SAS
ASSIGN (AN) 97
CREATE 97, 98
DATABASE= 99
DELETE= 100
DROP 101
FORMAT 101
GROUP= 102
INSERT= 104
ITEM= 105
LIST 108
QUIT (EXIT) 109
RECORD= 109
RENAME 110
REPLACE= 111
RESET 112
SELECT 113
SUBSET 114
UNIQUE= (UN) 115
UPDATE 115
statistics, calculating 48
averages 49
FREQ procedure 48
means 49
MEANS procedure 49
misleading results 50
on indexed fields 50
percentages 48
RANK procedure 52
ranking data 52
status codes 168
STATUS= option, DL/I INFILE statement 161
STOPOVER option, DL/I INFILE statement 162
SUBSET statement 114
SUBSET statement, ACCESS procedure 96, 114
subsetting guidelines 119
selecting data 114
subsetting data 114, 138
synchronization points 34, 194, 213

T
TP PCBs 196
modifiable 196
nonmodifiable 196
trailing at-sign (@) 166, 169
twin segments 15, 143

U
*U command code 129
undefined fields 17
UNIQUE= (UN) statement 115
UNIQUE= statement, ACCESS procedure 96, 114
unqualified calls 28
Update calls 25, 173
update integrity 34
update processing 143
update programs, restarting 213
examples 214, 220, 224
synchronization points 213
UPDATE statement 115
ACCESS procedure 115
and index numbering 115
and LIST statement 116
SQL procedure 72

V
VALIDVARNAME= option
example, Version 6 variables 59
example, Version 7 variables 61
naming SAS variables 59
VALIDVARNAME system option and ITEM= argument 105
effect on SAS variable names 105
variables (tabular file) 13
VER6.SSNUMS data set 273
view descriptors 6, 40
appending IMS-DL/I data 81
creating 98
defaults, resetting values to 112
dropping items from 101
editing 115
extracting data 118
items, listing 108
items, resetting to defaults 112
PCB, specifying 98
performance optimization 118
printing data 43
PSB, specifying 98
reviewing SAS variables 45
reviewing variables 108
SAS formats, assigning to IMS-DL/I items 101
SAS variable names, entering or modifying 110
SAS variable names, inheriting from access descriptors 97
SAS variable names, uniqueness 114
selecting data 114
selecting items for 113
selection criteria, specifying 114
subsetting data 114
updating 115
view descriptors, creating
See also ACCESS procedure
ACCESS procedure 94
in same step as access descriptors 40
in separate step from access descriptors 42
view descriptors, performance 118
DATA step IF statements 119
extracting data with views 118
selecting data 118
sorting 118
subsetting data 119
WHERE conditions not acceptable to IMS-DL/I 122
WHERE expressions, application 119
WHERE expressions, view descriptor 119
WHERE statements, efficiency 120
WHERE statements, inefficiency 121
view engine
See also interface view engine
VIEW member type 6
VIEWDESC= option
PROC ACCESS statement 91
VIEWDESC= option, PROC ACCESS statement 91

W
WHERE statement
combining data from several sources 53
efficiency of 120, 121
in SAS procedures and DATA steps 119
in view descriptors 119
processing 138
specifying while browsing IMS-DL/I data 68
subsetting data 119
WIRETRAN database
access descriptor 253
view descriptor 256
writing to an output file 174